
DESCRIPTION COACHING POINTS DIAGRAM

GAME 1

GAME 2

Scrimmage

AGE: 4 - 6 years
TOPIC: Basic Ball Skills

FIRST COACHING POINT  
Try to find a route to space when 
someone is chasing you.  

SECOND COACHING POINT 
Use the U-turn if being chased to get 
away from a chaser. 

FIRST COACHING POINT  
Players should try to kick with both feet 
when dribbling 

  
SECOND COACHING POINT  
Players should try to dribble and move 
around the area on the balls of their feet 

THIRD COACHING POINT 
Use outside or inside of foot to change 
direction of the ball 

Try to keep the game flowing without breaking 
the play too often- have plenty of spare balls so 
that if it goes out you can toss a new one in. If 
you see a player being shy or hanging by the 
goal we can give them the ball and help them 
dribble up the field. 

Try to find instances to reiterate your coaching 
points - be quick and concise - hi-light the 
positive application of your topic to show the 
players what you want them to do. Look out for

1) Players dribbling with their head down
2) Players unable to change direction quickly
3) Players unable to maneuver around an 

opponent

20x20 yard grid - scatter some discs and cones around the area (enough for one per player) - each 
player has a ball and will perform commands based on the coaches shout. These shouts are the 
names of Super Heroes and are listed below: 

Flash - players must move quickly with their ball but be able to stop very quickly 
Super girl - players fly through the area (they will weave around each other, dribbling at a good speed) 
Spider-Man - players will swing from building (traffic cone) to building. They should zig zag between 
the cones 
Ironman - players will charge up their repulsor rays (5 toe taps) before taking a shot at a building 
(traffic cone) 
Captain America - players can collect a shield (disc) from the ground, chase the coach and try to hit 
you with it (gently!!) 
Wonder Woman - players will try to lasso the coach by chasing after you and dribbling all the way 
around you.

Ironman & Wonder Woman - Choose two players to start as Ironman - everyone else is Wonder 
Woman - the Ironmen must charge their repulsor rays with five toe -taps and then try to hit any 
Wonder Woman - they get a point for every hit. You can play a couple times with new Ironmen getting 
a turn.  

Play again but this time you will choose two players to be Wonder Woman - this time Wonder Woman 
gets a point for every time they successfully lasso an opponent - they must dribble all the way around 
them. If a player is Lasso’ed they are free to keep playing. You can also add in that another player 
must help them by untangling them (dribbling all the way around them).  

Finally, we will play Ironman vs Wonder Woman. Divide players in half (use pinnies to separate, half 
will be Wonder Woman, the other half will be Ironman. This time if Ironman hits any Wonder Woman 
they will become Ironman and switch teams. If any Wonder Women lassos an Iron Man they will 
become Wonder Woman - play for a couple minutes then count who has the most.   

Game time - 30x20 yard field with a small goal at each end - no goalkeepers - try to balance 
teams to play 3v3 (you may have a team of four if you have a few newer players, or a team of 
two if you have stronger players). The goal is to have every player involved and kicking the 
ball regularly 


